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ॐ A temple at one’s home is the basic requirement for prayers. 卐
This article provides information on an appropriate way of arranging your Lakshmi lamp
and Deities in your home altar, and ways to derive maximum spiritual benefits of your
prayers and worship.
Firstly, use a camping compass or download a compass App on your cell phone. Next,
stand in a room or prayer area where you plan to set up your prayer place. Using the
compass, locate the east and north-east direction. Never use the Sun as a direction as
the Sun rises at different points during summer and winter mornings. 
According to Vaastu Shastra ("the Vedic science of architecture"), the best location for
the puja altar in your home should ideally be the north-east direction – the fire element
direction. If that is not possible, then the east direction and the north direction corners
will do. The West direction is permissible, only if nothing else works. But avoid locating
the prayer room in the south direction at all costs.
When the temple faces the north-east/east, the positively-charged waves emitted by the
Deities  on the altar  get  activated on the strength  of  kriyashakti (energy of action)
accumulated in the hollow in the north-east/east direction. When the kriya-shakti from
the universe associated with the north-east/east direction manifests due to the waves
emitted by the Deities, its direction is mostly upwards. The effect of the upward mobile
waves on the environment lasts much longer than that of the downward mobile waves.
* Try to ensure that you face the east or the north while offering prayers.
* Do not position the prayer room under a staircase or against the wall of a bathroom —
it is considered inauspicious according to Vaastu Shastra .
* Design your prayer altar on the ground floor of your home for best results. Basements
and upper floors are not recommended for the prayer altar as per Vaastu Shastra.
* Align the prayer room along the north-east, east or north if you live in a north or east
facing flat.
* Deities and the Lakshmi lamp in the prayer room must not face each other or the door,
and they must be located in the east/north-east ideally, not too close to a wall.
* Do not use the prayer altar space for any other purpose, and avoid too much storage
here. If you must have storage options, then place cupboards to the west or the south
direction.
* Try  using  mainly  copper  or  brass vessels in  the  prayer room —  it  is  considered
auspicious. Read more on this later in this article. 



* Avoid  hung photos of the deceased or paintings depicting violence  on the  prayer
room walls. Keep and/or garlanding the deceased’s photo at home has a very negative
impact in the home and to those residing in that home. This wil l not go down too well
with  many Hindu South  Africans.  Do keep all  your  Ancestors  photos in  a  cupboard,
taking them out once a month on New moon day to worship them or for the 15 days Pitar
Paksha period.
*  White, light blue, yellow or other subtle soothing shades are good vaastu colours for
pooja rooms.
Keeping your prayer altar in the kitchen, living room and other Areas.
If you live in a flat or a small house, it’s understood that you may not have the space for
a dedicated prayer room. In that case…
* You can place the prayer altar in the living room or the kitchen — but make sure it is in
the east/northeast direction of your home.
* It’s not a good idea to have a prayer room in the bedroom. However, if you must, then
install it in the east/north-east area of the bedroom. Make sure that the prayer room is
covered when changing your clothes or naked and when sleeping.
* Also remember that your feet should not point towards the prayer altar when you are
sleeping.
The sole focus of your prayer altar should be the Lakshmi Lamp, anything else must be
placed in the space around the Lamp. 
Characteristics and significance of the conical arrangement.
The arrangement of the Deities in the altar (photo is provided on the next page) should
be in a conical shape. At the apex of the altar, Lord Ganesh is placed. Lord Ganesh
comprehends the human language (of sound); hence, he is the Deity who can and should
be pleased first. Lord Ganesh is a Deity who transforms the language of sound to the
language of light and vice-versa. Other Deities mostly understand only the language of
light. To the right of the devotee place the female Deities. To the left of the devotee
place the male Deities. The following page has the photo image that should make this
easier to understand. 
I humbly suggest purchasing solid metal murti’s for Lord Ganesh or Lord Narayan and so
forth.  Purchasing ceramic murti’s are highly likely to get chipped or broken over time.
Once chipped or broken one can’t worship that murti anymore as that invites negativity
according to Vaastu Shastra.
The Oil Lamp in Hinduism (Sanatan Dharma) is considered as a female form of God. In
Sanatan Dharma, the Oil  Lamp represents Mother Lakshmi.  The Lakshmi Lamp that's
used in most Hindu homes in South Africa is  called the Gaja Lakshmi Lamp (like the
picture above). Lakshmi devi is on both sides of this lamp. In Sanatan Dharma, elephants
are symbols of wealth. Gaja-Lakshmi, that is the Lakshmi form with elephants, is one of
the most significant aspects of Mother Lakshmi. In this aspect, Devi is depicted seated
on a lotus, flanked on both side by elephants (gaja). Devi is shown as seated in Padma-
asana (lotus position) yogic posture, and has four arms. In each of Her upper pair of
arms,  She  carries  a  lotus,  and  the  lower  hands  are  in  ABHYA  i.e  the  gesture  of
reassurance and safety, is a hand pose, which dispels fear and accords divine protection
and bliss to Her devotee, and varada-mudra i.e. a gesture by the hand and symbolizes
dispensing of boons. For varada-mudra, the left hand is used. It is held out, with Her
palm uppermost and the fingers pointing downwards. The elephants flanking Devi are
shown as pouring water from their trunk over Devi Lakshmi. This aspect like most other
aspects of Mother Lakshmi is representative of prosperity, good luck, and abundance;
and the Gaja-Lakshmi motifs are very common in Hindu iconography.

ॐ
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The lamp also signifies light over darkness. So when you are in a prayer room or temple,
you are trying to clear your clouded mind, and hence, the lighting of lamp is symbolic.
Light symbolizes the absence of darkness and unhappiness and shows us a way out of
problems, difficulties and tensions and brings us wealth and happiness. Light a lamp
daily and drive out evil and invite different kinds of all conceivable wealth to yourself
and your home.
The Sanatan Dharma (Hinduism) way of life accords great significance and importance to
Deepaadhana or lighting of lamps. It lays down clear procedures to be followed. It is not
the electric lamps that are used in the sanctum sanctorum of Sanatani (hindu) temples
in India. The Lakshmi lamp must be made of earthen mud (clay), brass or gold that is
used at the altar. However the main Lakshmi lamp should NOT be made of stainless
steel  or steel.  Stainless steel  has the least  capacity  to absorb the  sattvikta and the
possibility  of  black  energy  getting  attracted  is  high: ‘Nowadays,  many  people  use
stainless  steel  implements  during  worship.  Stainless  steel  has  the  least  capacity  to
absorb the sattvikta and the possibility of black energy getting attracted to it is high. We
get neither the sattvikta nor Chaitanya ('awareness', 'consciousness') from them, nor do
they awaken our bhav. They barely provide any spiritual benefit. 
What is the difference between stainless steel and silver steel?
While Stainless Steel is rust proof, Silver Steel wil l rust easily when exposed to air or
moisture. Another key difference is that Silver Steel is magnetic, while the majority of
Stainless Steel is not.
To further  your  knowledge,  there  are various types of lamps that  one may offer  to
various deities.
What are the different types of Lamps?
Gold lamps: A golden lamp is inflamed to be blessed with wealth and health. This lamp is
inflamed to expand one’s business  or developments..  Gold has a better capacity to
absorb sattvikta (quality of balance, harmony, goodness and purity).
Brass lamps: A brass lamp is easily available with affordable prices, therefore brass lamps
are lit in most households. Brass Lamps look beautiful, are good conductors of positive
energy and bring in good vibes, and their durability is very high. Brass lamps comes in
flower shapes, single shapes, and the most used and famous shape is the Bass Gaja
(elephant) Lakshmi  lamp.  Brass has  a  better  capacity  to  absorb  sattvikta  (quality  of
balance, harmony, goodness and purity).
Below are just a few types of brass lamps. Due to space, we cannot mention every type
of brass lamp.

   Brass Gaja Lakshmi Lamp            Brass Lotus Lamp                        Round Brass lamp
Clay/earthen lamps:  Clay or mud oil  lamps are the purest form of oil  lamps and are
bestowed with good spirit.  The use of the earthen lamp is significant in all  types of
prayers and religious rituals. These are also widely used for spiritual rituals.
Silver lamps: To please the moon deity - Chandradeva – a silver diya is inflamed on a
Monday and New and Full  Moon days.  This action is supposed to keep the loss of
wealth and obstacles at bay.



Iron lamps: To appease Shani-deva (Saturn), this diya is inflamed on a Saturday.
Gold, copper and brass utensils, have a better capacity to absorb  sattvikta (quality of
balance, harmony, goodness and purity)  energies  than stainless steel.  In earlier times,
implements used in the worship of Deities were made of gold, copper or brass. Every
particle of these three metals has a high capacity to absorb the sattvikta (pure) energy. 
The Maavilakku lamp (rice flour lamp) is generally offered to Devi, Lord Muruga and a few
other deities. The deities love this offering to them. Many devotees eat this lamp after it
has been offered.

Lighting lamps made up of vegetables namely 
Lemon/lime lamp: The lemon/lime lamp is inflamed in Devi prayers. The offering of a
lemon/lime  lamp  pleases  the  Mother  immensely  and  she  grants  the  desires of  her
devotee, especially if offered with lots of faith during Navaratri.  Lighting lemon lamps
were popularly  used during Rahu kalam during the day,  and helps to cancel  out  the
negative effects of the shadowy Rahu planet and to attain blessings of Devi to acquire
peace and prosperity in one’s life.

Lamp of a beet (chukandar): A beet which is made hollow from within and a wick with
ghee is inflamed into it. This pacifies Mangala graha (the planet Mars), invites peace and
purifies the blood. 
Pumpkin lamp: It is inflamed after the Devi Puja. A tablet of camphor is placed on the
pumpkin (whole or cut into 7 or 9 or 13 pieces depending on the Devi puja that was
performed), and then lit and offered in a clockwise direction 7 or 9 times around Devi
while  Devi  mantras  are chanted.  Lord Bhairava (a fierce  form of Lord Shiva) is  also
offered (white) pumpkin as an offering.

Coconut lamp: Coconut oil is made in the hard skin of the coconut, and a wick is then
put into it with ghee or oil. This is said to be propitious for begetting a child and the
bringing good fortune and wealth. The camphor is placed on the broken coconut and
offered 9  times  around a  particular  deity,  or  the  coconut  is  broken in  half  and  the
coconut oil that is mixed with Cow’s ghee, is then added in the receptacle with a wick.
This lamp is then offered to a particular deity of one's choosing.



*There are various other types and shapes of lamps that unfortunately, cannot all be
mentioned in this article.

From the photo above lets analyse each prayer item on a brass (or copper) tray.
Firstly, the lamp represents Mother Lakshmi i.o.w's Srimati Radharani. Its from Srimati
Radharani and Lord Krishna that everything emanates. Our website  www.dipika.org.za
was named after our Supreme Mother Radha,  whose Divine lotus feet lights up the
material and spiritual worlds. Mother Lakshmi is an amazing mother who deeply cares
about us, loves us, preserves us and sustains us. 
Next  to  Mother  Lakshmi  (the  lamp)  is  her  husband  Shree  Narayana  (a.k.a
Vishnu/Narasimha). Without Lord Narayana next to her, Mother Lakshmi wil l NEVER stay
in your house. They are inseparable. Mother Lakshmi is called “Canchala” meaning 'never
staying in one place'; but keeping Her beloved husband next to Her, she stays next to
Him - pretty happy. 
An acamana cup/lota (copper or brass) with water and a copper or brass spoon: This is
to wash one's hands before one starts any prayers. Do add a few drops of Ganga Jal in
the lota of water. ‘While performing ritualistic or mental worship of a Deity, the sattvikta
of the lamp increases.  The lamp is offering its light onto the lotus feet of the Deity,
thereby  performing  its  spiritual  practice.  When  we  touch  the  lamp,  the  Raja-Tama
components (subtle  energies  of passion and ignorance),  from our  body enters  the
lamp. As a result, the sanctity of the lamp reduces. Thus, we become guilty of having
obstructed its spiritual practice. Water is all-encompassing. When something is offered
to water, it reaches the respective Deity in quicker time. Through the medium of water,
when our demerits are offered onto the lotus feet of the Deity, the Deity then forgives us.’

ॐ
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The  copper  or  brass  bell:  The  bell  produces  a  very  auspicious  sound  which  when
sounded keeps the mind controlled. There should be auspiciousness within and without,
to gain the vision of the Lord who is  all-auspiciousness.  An added significance of
ringing  the  bell  is  that  it  helps  drown  any  inauspicious  or  irrelevant  noises  and
comments that  might  disturb or distract  the worshippers  in their  devotional  ardour,
concentration and inner peace. 
The Water in the Lota  (copper or brass):  Represents the breath of life (approximately
60%  of  the  human  body  consists  of  water).  The  water  is  for  the  Divine  couple  to
consume  as  well  and  thus  that  water  becomes  blessed  water  (prashad).  The  water
should be changed daily. You can add the water in your kettle or in your breakfast meal
or add the water to your plants. Please add a few drops of Ganga Jal in the lota of
water.
Next to the lamp is  a small bowl (copper or brass) of  uncooked  white rice (akshata).
Another name for Mother Lakshmi is Annapurna devi (the Mother in charge of grains).
Grains  represents  prosperity  of  all  sorts,  auspiciousness,  growth,  abundance  and
progress in the Sanatan culture. Mother Lakshmi is not only the mother of wealth, but
she is also the Mother of abundance of all kinds. In the middle of the altar, place the all-
encompassing bowl of akshata. Since these are in the centre, they attract positive waves
(energies) of all  the Deities especially Lord Shiva, Durga devi, Lord Krishna and Lord
Ganesh, and these energies get emitted towards the surrounding substances in the
altar.
Keeping a small cow murti on the altar. According to the Puranas, all the Deities reside in
the cow.  By  worshipping  the cow daily  when lighting  your  lamp,  one is  automatically
worshipping every Vedic Deity. 
The Wick and the flame: The wick, the main object used to light an oil lamp, signifies the
ego  and our negative tendencies.  When the wick is  lit,  it  expels  darkness,  removes
doubt and the negative tendencies in a person slowly gets exhausted, and the ego
finally perishes as well. When a lamp emits lighting, it is also a symbol of power and
brightness. The flames of a lamp continually burn upwards. Similarly, it also represents
knowledge being attained to take us towards higher values. It's a custom to light a lamp
before starting any auspicious events or ceremonies. As a result of lighting it, darkness
will  be  removed,  alongside  any  ignorance,  evil,  worries,  troubles,  stress,  and  also
disappointment.
Light  symbolizes awareness.  By  lighting  the lamps,  the  almighty’s  delightful  grace wil l
spread all over the house. The first and foremost appearance of the God will be the
Light, which is also known as Divine Light.
Puffed up wick or straight wick?
Now let us examine a straight wick and wick with one end puffed up (fulwat). Two types
of wicks are used in the lamp, puffed wicks and straight wicks. Nowadays, a puffed wick
is used when a ghee lamp (niranjan) is used as lamp of worship. The wick is puffed up
from below to offer it stability to stand in the centre of  niranjan. This type of wick is
relatively new.
The second type of wick is the straight wick. Not only is there a difference between the
two on a physical level, but also on spiritual level.
The lower portion of the fulwat is puffed up while the straight wick is whole like a thread.
The fulwat is representative of various raja (passion) thoughts in the mind while straight
wick  is  symbolic  of  detachment  (sattvic).  When a  fulwat is  kindled,  it  attracts  lower
deities,  while  the  straight  wick  attracts  principles  of  higher  deities.  The  frequencies
emitted by the fulwat are of circular form while those emitted by straight wick are in the
form of waves. The colour of the divine consciousness emitted by the fulwat is reddish
yellow while that emitted by straight wick is yellow.  Sattvic  frequencies from earth get
attracted towards  fulwat, while  sattvic frequencies moving in the upward direction are



attracted towards straight  wick.  The atmospheric  frequencies get  momentum due to
fulwat, while their momentum is slowed down by the use of the straight wick. The use of
fulwat imparts heaviness to the physical body while the use of the straight wick imparts
cheerfulness to mind.
Here we have seen the differences between the  fulwat and straight wick,  and why a
straight wick is preferred.
Number of Wicks and Their Meaning
A single wick gives general benefits and success.
Two wicks blesses harmony and peace in the family and home.
Three wicks blesses one with progeny.
Four wicks will bring overall success and good.
Five wicks will give one wealth in all aspects.
Six wicks blesses one with knowledge and renunciation.
It is advised by Gurus to use two wicks rolled into one for a single Diya. What this means
is that you take two wicks and join them together using a little oil so that they become
one single wick.
The science underlying rolling two wicks into one and placing them in the lamp:
Two wicks: A symbol of duality.
The common tip formed by rolling the two wicks: The single wick formed by rolling the
two wicks together, is symbolic of the embodied soul’s journey towards non-duality.
The flame at the common tip of the two wicks: The radiance manifested and stagnant
at the common tip formed by the union of the two wicks, is a symbol of the embodied
soul’s non-duality.
The Liquid in the lamp receptacle: There are natural oils like sesame seed oil, castor oil,
cow ghee etc. that are used in the receptacle of the lamp. First lets analyse the benefits
that are accrued by using different oils for lighting lamps:
Cow's  (butter)  ghee:  Ensures  radiance  and  heavenly  bliss,  prosperity,  health,  and
happiness.  Cow  ghee  helps  in  destroying  poverty  and  is  used  in  specific  religious
prayers.  It's  used  to  please  one’s  kuldevta  (family  deity),  Lord  Ganesh,  kshetrapal
(protector of your land i.e. Dee Baba), Lord Kubera (the Finance minter of the Deities),
and the Gramma devta/devi (the land Deity). According to the Agni Purana, the Ghee
Lamp helps in cleansing of the Chakras (energy centres) and Nadis (Nadi is a Sanskrit
word that can be translated as “channel” or “flow.” It refers to the network of channels
through which energy travels through the body).
Gingerly {sesame} (Til) oil: Ensures removal and banishing of obstacles and evil effects.
Eliminates the effects of most bad sins committed by someone. This oil pleases Lord
Shanideva (Saturn) during Sade-sati (7 year) period. Also benefits by removing Doshas
(planetary  negative  effects  as  per  Vedic  Astrology).  Til  oil  lamp  is  especially  lit  by
devotees who perform the mantra Japa or Sadhana of Lord Bhairava (a fierce form of
Lord Shiva).
Castor oil: Ensures fame, name, happiness in family life, and to increase devotional faith.
So the question will arise, can we combine all three of the above - Castor oil, Til Oil and
the Cow Ghee - to receive the benefits of all three liquids? Yes you can!
Our humble advice is in a bottle, add 90% castor oil, 8% til Oil and 2% butter (cow) ghee.
Other oils are also used for various purposes.
Jasmine oil: Hanuman-ji and Mother Lakshmi loves jasmine (chameli) oil and is pleased
when offered to them. 
Mustard oil: Lighting a diya with mustard oil is also a common practice in homes. Mustard
oil  lamp benefits by eliminating Doshas that are related to planet Saturn,  and it  also
keeps diseases out of the house. 
Coconut oil:  If you have some suspicion that a person is having problems due to some
outside evil eyes being caste upon him/her, then burn the coconut oil lamp to ward it
off. It is a sacred belief that lighting the lamp with coconut oil pleases Lord Ganesha.



Vanaspati (vegetable) ghee: This should not be used in the lamp receptacle. It only invites
trouble instead of warding them off.
Kindly note: Using sunflower, soya oil, ground or peanut oil is NOT recommended. These
oils wil l bring about financial struggles and debt in ones home and life. In South Africa
LAMP OIL is sold. They are sold by the company named PATLENE (073 1419 043). I did
call the owner and he confirmed that there are three oils in this bottle namely, peanut oil,
soya oil and sunflower oil. You may decide to use this oil or not with the information
provided above. 
The  vibrations  that  are  generated  from the  Oil  lamps  are  believed  to  work  in  three
dimensions namely as the Vaastu (place/house) protector, as one that emits positive
energy, and as one that bestows harmony, peace, and prosperity.
The Lamp  anointed with Red Sindhoor: Red is a symbol of Lakshmi Devi.  Red is the
colour  which  is  considered  the  symbol  of  happiness,  love  and marriage  in  Sanatan
dharma.  Hindu brides always wear  red colour  attire  at  the  time of her  wedding.  So,
Sindhoor being red again works as a very symbolic element for power,  honour and
success. Besides decorating the front part of the Lakshmi lamp, also decorate the back
of the lamp as the photo below shows. Mother Lakshmi is on both sides of the lamp. So,
if one says that the back of the lamp faces east, this is correct, because Mother Lakshmi
is also on the back of the lamp and faces east.

To decorate the lamp, use a mixture of half chandan powder with the sindhoor powder.
Add water to make a “wet-ish” paste. The chandan makes it easier for the sindhoor to
hold onto the brass lamp.
* Some devotees use Kungu or orange Sindhoor. This is also acceptable.
This is optional but below is the mantra that is chanted while lighting the lamp. As you
light the lamp chant (or just read the English translation) the following mantra and pray: 

Deepa-jyothi para-brahma
Deepa sarva tamo-pahaha
Deepena saadh-yate saram

Sandh-yaa deepo namostute
I prostrate to the auspicious lamp; whose light is the Knowledge Principle (the Supreme
Lord), which removes the darkness of ignorance and by which all can be achieved in life.

ॐ



When you light your lamp daily this is the procedure:
Change the lota water and add fresh water. Remove the old flowers and do a quick
clean up of the altar. 
Wash your hands with the water from the Acamana cup/lota. Add a few drops of Ganga
Jal in the acamana cup. Now light the Lakshmi lamp, then on another tray, add one to
three  incense  sticks  (I  highly  recommend  either  Sage  or  Lobhaan/Frankincense
incense ), a puja lamp to offer puja and one to three whole flowers.

Light the incense and turn this 3 or 7 times in a clockwise direction around the whole
altar. Thereafter, in your puja lamp add either a piece of camphor or a ghee soaked wick
and turn this 3 or 7 times in a clockwise direction. Thereafter, offer one to three whole
flowers and turn this 3 or 7 times in a clockwise direction and leave these flowers on
the altar. Please ring the bell when offering the items above. You hold the bell in your left
hand while ringing it. Thereafter, pray to one’s guru (if one has a guru, or take Srila
Prabhupad or Swami Sivananda etc as your guru), the Deities, your Ancestors and who
else you feel you feel that you should pray to. Finally bowing down to the lit Lakshmi lamp
is bowing down to knowledge in the greatest form.
Now let's analyze the effects of lighting lamps in different directions --  North,  East,
West and South.
The best direction to face the oil lamp is East and North or North East, as this is the
direction that has the fire element. East facing oil lamps are harbingers of good health,
peace, and longevity. It is also said to remove obstacles, grief, and sorrow.
North: You will be blessed with 8 kinds of wealth or Ashta-ishwaryas. Ensures success in
everything  you  do.  FYI  the  8  Lakshmi  forms are  as  follows:  Adi  Lakshmi (The main
goddess), Dhanya Lakshmi (Granary wealth), Dhairya Lakshmi (Wealth of patience), Gaja
Lakshmi (Elephants, symbols of wealth), Santana Lakshmi (Wealth of progeny), Vijaya



Lakshmi (Wealth  of  victory),  Vidya Lakshmi (Wealth  of  knowledge),  Dhana  Lakshmi
(Monetary wealth).
East: It will ensure good health and peace of mind. 
West: It will free you from financial obligations or debts and ensure victory over negative
forces. 
South: Never place and light a lamp in the south direction. It will bring about all things
inauspicious. A strict NO-NO.
Some may ask if one can turn the lamp in different directions during the day to receive
all the benefits? Yes, you can. I don’t see a problem with that, however, it can become
cumbersome after a while. 
So, to make it a bit easier to understand, it's always best to keep the lamp and prayer
place in the eastern direction. When you face east in the morning, the lamp's back will
be against the sun and you wil l be facing the lamp. 

How to Clean a Lakshmi lamp?
The Gaja Lakshmi lamp is arguably the most popular Lakshmi lamp used in South Africa.
The Gaja (elephant) Lakshmi lamp has two elephants flanking Mother Lakshmi. 

When cleaning the lamp, do not place the lamp or your puja items in the kitchen sink.
Instead, use a large dish for washing all of your puja items. There are various methods to
clean one’s lamp.
The following cleaning items may be used according to the method you choose below: A
large dish, lemon/lime or tamarind, salt (preferably kosher {non iodized} rock salt or
table salt), a dedicated toothbrush (the soft bristles type), soft sponge and a soft cloth
for  wiping  the pooja  items.  You may  also  need “Multipurpose  Cleaning  Cream”  (with
lemon or lime) or "Brasso" (which is commonly used in South Africa; it's a metal polish
designed to remove tarnish from brass, copper and stainless steel), baking soda, white
vinegar, flour and “Sunlight” liquid .

If you have sensitive hands/skin, then please use gloves to avoid the burning sensation
when it comes into contact with tamarind or lemon and salt combinations. Otherwise you
may use your bare hands. 

Cleaning the lamp with tamarind, lime and kosher salt is the first preferred option as this
combination removes the black energy enveloping the lamp and puja items. 
Various other methods also exist, some of which are listed in the next two pages.



Method #1: 
A popular South African version. 
1a) In a deep bowl or dish add hot (not boiling) water. Thereafter, add 2 teaspoons
“Sunlight” liquid and 2 teaspoons white vinegar. Mix well then apply the solution liberally
throughout the lamp surface and let the solution soak in. Thereafter, take a cleaning
cloth or a toothbrush (with soft bristles) and clean the crevices of the lamp. Once you
are satisfied with the cleaning, rinse the lamp using warm water and dry thoroughly with
a soft cloth. 
If  there  are  still  stubborn green stains  then you may use steel  wool  to  remove the
stubborn stains. 
1b) If you are using "Brasso", then apply on the lamp and set aside for a few minutes,
then wash with sunlight liquid.
Method #2: 
Lemon, tamarind and kosher salt
Wipe off the oil liquid in the lamp with a paper towel. Then soak the lamp and other puja
items in the dish of fairly  warm water with some “Multipurpose Cleaning Cream” for
approximately ten-fifteen minutes. After that waiting period, take out the puja items
and place on a clean surface and then apply a paste of lemon (or tamarind) and kosher
salt combination. Apply generously all over the surface of the lamp. Leave this aside for
about 10 minutes and then rinse and wipe with a damp soft cloth.
* If the lamp still  has those green or black stains, then apply "Multipurpose Cleaning
Cream" or "Brasso". Leave aside for about five to ten minutes and then rinse and wipe
with a damp soft cloth. 
** For very stubborn hard black or green sediments/grease that gets collected inside
of the brass container, in South Africa we use "Mr Muscle Oven Cleaner". Spray it over
the hard sediments, leave for at least an hour, then rinse and wipe with damp soft cloth.
Method #3: 
Vinegar soak
Remove tarnish from a relatively small, solid-brass object such as a bookend or souvenir
by soaking it in a mixture of one-part white vinegar and two-parts water. Submerge the
piece for several hours, then rinse and wipe with a damp soft cloth.
Method #4: 
Baking soda and vinegar 
Mix baking soda and white vinegar together to create a paste. It wil l fizz for a minute,
but will quickly settle down. Then, rub the paste into the copper or brass object that you
wish to clean, using your hands or an old toothbrush. Let it sit for 30 minutes, then
rinse and wipe with a damp soft cloth.
Method #5:
Lemon and baking soda
To  make  a  lemon and  baking  soda  polish,  cut  a  lemon  in  half,  squeeze  it  in  one
teaspoon of baking soda and stir until it becomes a paste. Rub the paste on the brass
lamp with a soft cloth. If the tarnish is heavy on the utensils or any other brass item, let
it stay for about 30 minutes, then rinse off with warm water and wipe with a damp soft
cloth.

Method #6:
Lemon and kosher salt
A combination of lemon and salt is another effective way to clean your brass items. Cut
a lemon in half, dip the half lemon in a teaspoon of salt. Rub and squeeze the lemon on
the affected area, then wash off with warm water and wipe with a damp soft cloth.



Method #7:
Flour, kosher salt, and white vinegar
Mix an equal amount of the three ingredients to create a paste. Apply a thin layer of that
paste on the brass lamp, and let it stay for 30-40 minutes before rinsing off with warm
water and wiping with a damp soft cloth.
*** Kindly  note  that  the various methods presented  above  are  what other devotees
have used to clean their lamps. You may however, have your own personal preferences.

Questions and Answers on the Lakshmi Lamp
Question: How many lamps should one keep at one’s altar? Can I light a lamp for other
deities besides Mother Lakshmi?
Answer: My first advise is to “KEEP IT SIMPLE, LESS IS MORE”, so ideally just one lamp
dedicated to Mother Lakshmi (see photo in this article). Initially, it would seem attractive
to have multiple lamps, but as time goes by, it can become cumbersome to maintain. More
lamps and murti’s means more maintenance & upkeep. Neglecting them is tantamount to
sin -- one could possibly receive punishments from these deities for neglecting them. 
Lighting the Lakshmi Lamp daily (or whenever possible) is the ideal route. Devotees of
other Vedic deities light lamps of their favorite deities day namely:
Lord Ganesh: Clay or brass lamp. Offer coconut oil or cow ghee.
Shree Hanumanji: Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee, jasmine (chameli) oil, sesame seed
(Til) oil or mustard oil on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Mother Kali, Mother Durga: Lemon/lime lamp, clay or brass lamp: Offer cow ghee, jasmine
(chameli) oil  or sesame seed (Til)  oil  on Tuesdays and Fridays and especially  during
Navaratri periods.
Parasakti Amma: Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee, jasmine (chameli) oil, sesame seed
(Til) oil, neem oil or Mahua oil (Madhuca Indica Oil, Butter Tree Essential Oil) 
Lord Shiva:  Clay lamp. Offer cow ghee or Mahua oil (Madhuca Indica Oil, Butter Tree 
Essential Oil)
Dee Baba: Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) 
Pitar (ancestors): Clay lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) 
Tulsi Devi (plant):  Clay lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) 
Lord Shani-deva (Saturn): Iron lamp or clay lamp. Offer  sesame seed (Til) oil or  mustard
oil on Saturdays or Shani Jayanti.
Lord Muruga: Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til)  on Tuesdays.
Lord Narayana: Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) on Thursdays,
Full Moon.
Kuldevta (family deity): Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee, sesame seed (Til), neem oil or
Mahua oil (Madhuca Indica Oil, Butter Tree Essential Oil)
Kshetrapaal (land deity): Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) 
Gramdevta (area deity): Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) 
Lord Kubera: Gold, Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til) 
Lord Bhairava: Clay lamp. Offer neem oil on new moon days.
All Deities: Clay or brass lamp. Offer cow ghee or sesame seed (Til). 
Question: Can I light my Lakshmi Lamp when a child is born or when a person passes
on?
Answer: 
IN DEATH: In Death the offering of Surya jal, lighting of deeyas, performing aartee and
other  forms of daily  pooja  which  constitute  one's  nityakarma (daily  worship)  should
suggestively be suspended during the 10 days period after the cremation of a person.
But I humbly advise to resume worship once the 12/13th day puja has been completed.
This excludes,  however,  the single diya that should be kept lit  throughout the 12-day
period in the name of the departed. One may then ask...'if we can turn on the lights at



home,  then why  not  continue  to  light  the  Lamp at  home?'  This  is  a  valid  question,
however,  keep in  mind that  house  lights  are  generally  turned on &  off  periodically,
whereas the one lit lamp dedicated to the departed is left to burn for 12 continuous days
& nights (in a room or designated area, in a southerly direction). This lamp is lit because
the soul now exists in darkness after death. The soul is very confused at this point and
the Deeya is lit to provide a guiding light for the soul until the completion of the 12/13 th
days prayers. 

BIRTH OF A CHILD: Yes, the family can still light their lamp even if a baby is born in that
house. Only the mother cannot perform any puja as such for 10 days. Excluding the
mother, the father and the family stil l continue with the daily prayers. Following is proof
from the Garuda Purana...Preta Kanda Chapter 29 verses 9, 11 & 12 Lord Vishnu said “In
impurity accruing from birth, the rules are less strict. The mother is purified after 10 days
and the father just after taking a bath. In birth the relatives incur no impurity. Impurity
attaches to parents alone. Primarily, it is the mother who becomes impure. The father is
purified by the touch of water alone. In birth or death O Garuda, impurity lasts only for
10 days.”
Question: What is the difference between an oil lamp and a ghee lamp?
Answer: The Agni Purana states that only oil or cows ghee (clarified butter) is to be used
in the lamp meant  for  puja, and no other  combustible  substance.  According  to  the
Science of Spirituality, the lamp with clarified butter is more sattvik (spiritually pure) than
a lamp with oil. Generally, the use of oil is more common than that of cow ghee. The oil-
containing  lamp kindles  longer  while  the  ghee-containing  lamp kindles  for  a  shorter
period.
From a spiritual perspective, the ghee lamp has more capacity to attract sattvik vibrations
present in the surrounding atmosphere compared to the oil lamp. The oil lamp can attract
sattvik vibrations spread over a maximum distance of 1 meter whereas the ghee lamp can
attract sattvik vibrations as far as Swarga Loka (the heavens). When the oil lamp stops
burning, the predominance of  raja (passion) particles in the atmosphere is enhanced
and lasts for half an hour. On the other hand, when the ghee lamp stops burning, the
sattvikta (quality of being sattvik) in the atmosphere is present even after four hours. 
In  terms  of  the  effect  of  both  types  of  lamps  on  the  worshipper  --  the  oil  lamp
generates a subtle armour of inferior quality around the worshipper, while the ghee lamp
generates a subtle armour of superior quality. The subtle frequencies emitted from the
oil lamp activate the mind-energy (Manashakti) of the worshipper, whereas the subtle
frequencies emanating from the ghee lamp activates soul energy of the worshipper.
Question: If I have my menstrual cycle, can I stil l light my Lakshmi Lamp?
Answer: This is a touchy subject and generally Hindu customs and Hindu spiritual leaders
do  not  allow  this.  Many  females  feel  embarrassed  to  let  anybody  know about  their
'unclean' period. On the contrary, this period is actually a blessing, a gift from God. It's a
cleansing  time.  However,  when  a  female  is  on  her  menstrual  cycle,  there  are  some
limitations.  This  is  not  meant  to  alienate  a  woman,  rather  it  is  from  a  health  and
cleanliness point of view.  The issue has two sides,  both with valid points and both
correct. But we, as Hindus must look to evolve like other religions have, and perhaps
consider each case individually. What happens when a devout Hindu female who is living
alone has no one else to light the lamp when she is not available? Also, consider this
scenario -- many weddings and funerals are performed with the female stil l in her cycle
period -- does a wedding or funeral stop when this happens? Of course not. So its
important to rise above these stubborn beliefs and be practical.
My personal stance is this -- have a hurdi bath and then light your Lakshmi lamp as usual.
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Question: Why does my Lakshmi lamp turn black when I light the lamp?
Answer: When this happens, it is an indication that your home and especially the area
where the Lakshmi lamp resides, is in need of urgent cleansing. 
Firstly you need to wipe the area with water mixed with other ingredients. In a 5 litre
bucket, add tap water (¾ of the bucket), one cup of rose water, one handful of kosher
rough salt, a pinch of turmeric (hurdi) powder, a few drops of Ganga jal, one tsp of cow
dung ashes (optional), a few drops of cow urine (optional), and sea water (optional).
Mix well and then sprinkle or wipe in your rooms especially concentrating on the lamp
area,  and  finally  sprinkle  in  your  yard.  After  this  is  completed,  then smoke  up  the
Lakshmi area and house with the following mixture: Lobhaan, Googal (Guggal), Hing and
Raaz Lobhan. Smash the lobhaan and guggal into powder and mix with the hing powder.
At night break the Raaz lobhan into half and place one half in a metal container. Light
this Raaz Lobhaan, and once it is half way burnt, add about ¼ teaspoon of the mixture
(of  Lobhaan,  Hing  and  Googal)  on  it.  When  it  has  burnt  properly  and  is  smoking
profusely, smoke all the rooms of your house, focusing on the corners because spirits
like to hide in these places. This 'smoking' should stop these spirits from causing any
distress in the short term. I  recommend doing this about two to three times a week.
Some negative spirits can be rather persistent.
Then play this Binaural Beats below daily until you find that the issues have stopped.
This will help clear the energy aura and put one back on the right frequency. Enjoy and
play this often to clear your energy for yourself and your home.
Negative Entity-Bad Spirit-Demonic Removal (Banishing Frequency) (4 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAykFuAbhDM 

Question: Do I light the Lakshmi lamp once or twice a day? I light my lamp in the early
mornings (and chant & recite mantras to start my day), but should I also light the lamp in
the evening? I prefer the morning hours.
Answer: One should only light the Lakshmi lamp AFTER sunrise, NOT before sunrise. If
you can, light your Lakshmi lamp in the evening as well. It is not compulsory to light your
Lakshmi Lamp twice a day, but its highly recommended that you do. Do read more below.

Why do we light lamp in front of deities in the evening?
In the previous decades (before the advent of the TV, internet or cell  phones),  the
Lakshmi lamp was lit once the sun had set and the family prayed together. Why you may
ask?
The  duration  of  forty  eight  minutes  before  sunrise  and  after  sunrise  is  called
‘sandhikal’.  Since  'sandhikal'  is  the  period  of  the arrival  of  negative  energies  after
sunset,  the wise sages attributed great  importance to observing prayers during this
period to ensure protection. 

After lighting the lamp, dhoop/agarbatti -- especially Frankincense/lobhaan -- is lit and
offered seven times around the altar. This purifies the house as well as those residing in
the house. You may chant mantras of your choice but this is optional. Bow down to the
altar (which has all the deities including the Lakshmi lamp). Lighting the lamp at home
creates a protective sheath of sattvik (positive or pure) energies of the Deities around
the house. This protects the people in the house from distressing vibrations generated
from the  activation  of  negative  energies  in  the  atmosphere.  That  is  why  our  Vedic
scriptures recommend that we return home before dusk (if possible) and do not leave
the house thereafter. People may suffer from negative energy attacks at dusk. That is
why this period is ‘the period of distress or destruction’.
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Question: Once we light the lamp in the morning, can we leave it on the whole day, or do
we put  it off and light once again in the evening?
Answer:  If you are at home and it is safe then you may leave the lamp to continue to
burn. Lighting a Lakshmi lamp with a straight wick will burn out by itself within an hour. If
you have to leave your home and no one will be at home, then with a match stick, bring
down the wick a little and after a few minutes it will go off by itself. This is acceptable. 
Yes, it is highly recommended to light the lamp once the sun has set in he evening.
Question: What do I do if I need to go out for a while. Can I put my Lakshmi Lamp off?
Answer: When the Lakshmi lamp is lit, it's not recommended that you put the light (fire)
off. Instead, what can be done is to take a match stick and bring down the wick a little
and after a few minutes it will go off by itself. This method is acceptable. 
Question: When you purchase your Lakshmi lamp, what must you do first? 
Answer: Place the new lamp in a deep bowl or dish. Then wash the new lamp with Hurdi
(turmeric) water thoroughly, followed by warm milk+water, and finally with warm water
alone.  Then wipe your  lamp with a new soft cloth (in future,  use this  cloth for this
specific purpose only). Then in a small saucer, add some Red Sindhoor with chandan
powder and water to make a moist paste, and decorate the lamp with this Sindhoor
chandan paste. Many people use a match stick to decorate the lamp.
Question: I need to change my lamp as it is very old. How do I go about doing this?
Answer: If your old lamp is stil l usable, meaning if there is no damaged, then I highly
suggest keeping the old lamp. As time goes by and worship is afforded to the old lamp,
that lamp gains huge positive energy. 
Getting a new lamp will take time to gain  positive energy although it would look nice and
clean. 
Question: What do I do with my Lakshmi Lamp when it has a hole in it or it starts to leak
oil? Can I mend it or do I just dispose of it?
Answer:  This is a very commonly asked question. Just as broken murtis should not be
mended, the Lakshmi lamp should not be mended as well. Vaastu Shastra states that the
broken murti should be respectfully disposed of. 
If you choose to dispose of it, there are three “controversial” ways of doing so, that have
been followed for years in South Africa. 
How to dispose of one’s old lamp? 
1) Dispose the lamp in a deep river or the ocean.
2) Dig a deep hole and bury in the ground. 
3) Leave the lamp at the local temple.
Question: How often is one supposed to wash one's Lakshmi Lamp?
Answer: Traditionally one washes and cleans the Lakshmi Lamp on a Friday. If possible,
you may wash and clean your lamp more than once a week, but for many, once a week is
generally the norm. 

Question: When washing ones Lakshmi lamp, the Sindhoor that was on the lamp is now
washed  off  in  a  receptacle,  so  what  must  be  done  to  that  water  mixed  with  the
Sindhoor?
Answer: You wash the Lakshmi lamp first in a deep bowl and then dispose of that water
in the garden. 

Question: What to do with the old rice next to the Lakshmi Lamp?
Answer: Generally, on a Friday or whichever day you decide to clean and wash the lamp,
you need to replace the old rice with fresh rice as well. You can keep a few grains of the
old rice in your rice container and the rest can be offered to the birds to eat.
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Question: Am I allowed to light the God Lamp on a day that I do not fast (eating non-
veg)?
Answer:  Being vegetarian is all good but everyone is on their own journey in life. No
one has the right to judge another. That said, I always advise lighting the Lakshmi lamp
in the morning after sunrise as opposed to the evening. Why? When one wakes up
after a night sleep one takes a bath and the body's energy levels are much lighter as
opposed to later in the day. So if one takes a bath in the morning and wears clean
clothes and lights the Lakshmi lamp, then the issue about meat consumption does not
come into  play.  Hypothetically,  if  one  is  not  able  to  light  their  Lakshmi  lamp in  the
morning due to unforeseen circumstances, then in the evening, take a shower and wear
clean clothes and light the lamp.

Question: Do I use round or long wicks?
Answer: Now let us understand about straight wicks and wicks with one end puffed up
(fulwat).  Two types of wicks are used in the lamp namely puffed wicks and straight
wicks. Nowadays, a puffed wick is used in a ghee lamp (niranjan) and used as lamp of
worship. The wick is puffed up from below to offer it stability to stand in the centre of
the niranjan. This type of wick is relatively new. The second type of wick which we all are
familiar with, is the straight wick. Not only are there differences between the two on a
physical level, but also on spiritual level.
The fulwat is representative of various raja (passion) thoughts in the mind while straight
wick is symbolic of detachment (sattvic). When a fulwat is kindled, lower-level deities are
attracted  to  it  while  the  straight-wick  when  kindled  attracts  higher  deities.  The
frequencies emitted by the  fulwat are of circular form while those emitted by straight
wick are in the form of waves. The colour of the divine consciousness emitted by the
fulwat is reddish yellow while that emitted by straight wick is of yellow colour.  Sattvic
frequencies closer to the earth are attracted towards  fulwat, while  sattvic frequencies
moving in the upward direction are attracted towards the straight wick. The atmospheric
frequencies get momentum due to fulwat while their momentum is slowed down by the
use of straight wick. The use of fulwat imparts heaviness to the physical body, while the
use of straight imparts cheerfulness to mind. 
Thus we have seen the differences between the fulwat and straight wicks, and why it is
preferable to use straight wicks.
Number of Wicks and Their Meaning
A single wick gives general benefits and success.
Two wicks blesses harmony and peace in the family and home.
Three wicks blesses one with progeny.
Four wicks will bring overall success and good.
Five wicks will give one wealth in all aspects.
Six wicks blesses one with knowledge and renunciation.
It is generally advised by Gurus to use two wicks rolled into a single wick. So take two
single wicks and join them using a little oil to make one single wick.
Two wicks: A symbol of duality
The common tip formed by rolling the two wicks:The single wick formed by rolling two
wicks together is symbolic of the embodied soul’s journey towards non-duality.

Question: Do I re-light the long used wick when next lighting the lamp?
Answer: It is acceptable to re-light the long wick, but I personally use a new wick daily. So
use your discretion as there isn’t a shastric verse stating exactly what is preferred.

Question: Do I use a new long wick every day?
Answer: Yes, I would suggest doing that. 
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Question: What is the "correct" way to dot the Lakshmi lamp with sindoor? Do we need to
have a certain number of dots?
Answer: There is no shastric-backed verse stating how to decorate one’s Lakshmi lamp. 
* Please refrain  from using stick  on dots  (bindi)  on your  Lakshmi  lamp instead of
sindhoor. I personally find this unacceptable.  The glue applied for sticking the back of
the bindi is made of artificial objects like paper, plastic etc. which are tama (ignorance)
dominant.  Raja-tama (passion-ignorance) dominant frequencies in the atmosphere are
attracted towards the glue behind the  bindi. As a result, the strength of the  raja-tama
particles in the lamp increases. By applying the bindi continuously in one place, there is a
higher risk of the negative energies creating a centre there.
* The  subtle  fragrance  emitted  by  sindhoor has  the  ability  to  attract  and  emit  the
Pavitraka  (pureness/holiness) of  Deities,  that  is  their  most  subtle  particles  in  the
Universe. Due to the saviour-destroyer Chaitanya-frequencies emitted by sindhoor, the
lamp is protected from negative energies.  This explains why one gets good spiritual
experiences by looking at the lamp that has the sindhoor paste.
Question: When the Lakshmi lamp and the tray gets greasy with oil, how do you remove
the sticky greasy oil marks?
Answer: If the lamp and tray has green or black stains, firstly wipe away any excess oil
then do one of the following:
1) In a deep bowl  or dish add hot (not boiling)  water.  Thereafter,  add 2 teaspoons
“Sunlight” liquid and 2 teaspoons white vinegar. Mix well then apply the solution liberally
throughout the lamp surface and tray and let the solution soak in. Then rinse and wipe
with a damp soft cloth.
2) Apply Multipurpose Cleaning Cream or Brasso throughout the lamp surface and tray.
Leave aside for about five to ten minutes and then rinse and wipe with a damp soft
cloth.
3) For very stubborn hard black or green sediments/grease that gets collected inside of
the brass container, in South Africa "Mr Muscle Oven Cleaner" can be used. Spray it over
the hard sediments, leave it for at least an hour. Then rinse and wipe with a damp soft
cloth.
Question: I do not have the traditional lamp, instead I have the flower diya where the
wick is inserted in the centre – is this not the right lamp?
Answer: There are various types of lamps that one can use to worship Mother Lakshmi
and this includes the flower diya. 
Question: Which days are good to wash your lamp? Some people work and may find it
difficult to adhere to specific days.
Answer: The Lakshmi lamp can be washed on any day of the week. Traditionally, it is
washed on Fridays since Hindus consider Fridays as Mother Lakshmi’s day, however the
lamp can also be washed and cleaned over a weekend. Whichever day you choose to
clean and wash your lamp, make sure you first have a bath in the morning before you
proceed. It is advisable to do the cleaning of the lamp during the morning periods as
ones aura and positivity is at its highest at that time.
Question: Is it appropriate for unmarried females or males or widows to wash and clean
the lamp and prayer areas?
Answer:  Yes,  this  is  perfectly  fine  as  the  washing  or  cleaning  of  the  lamp  is  not
confined to just married women. I advise all families that they should have turns to wash
and clean the lamp and other prayer items so that everyone receives the blessings of
Lakshmi devi.
Question: Is it correct to wash your the Lakshmi lamp with steel wool or some other
abrasive cleaning items?
Answer: Yes, this is acceptable but do be rather gentle when using the steel wool so as
to not damage the lamp surface.



Question: Is there is a difference between orange and red sindhoor powders? Which is
ideal to use for the lamp?
Answer:  Sindhoor of two different colours, orange and red, are used in Hindu rituals.
Which  is  correct?  Both  are,  but  red  is  the  preferred  colour  as  it  represents  Mother
Lakshmi. Hindu brides are supposed to wear a red coloured outfit as that represents
Mother Lakshmi. However when there is a shortage of red sindhoor then the orange is
used as a replacement. 
Question: I have been lighting clay diyas at my altar. But recently I have placed a clay diya
in the brass diya holder. Is this acceptable?
Answer: There isn't anything incorrect about this. However, if the reason behind this is
to avoid cleaning the brass receptacle of the brass lamp, then that is not the preferred
method. One should take pride in cleaning your brass lamp.
Question: Both my in-laws passed away and I have my mother-in-law's Lakshmi lamp. I
have my own but can I use my mother-in-law's lamp as well and light both?
Answer: I suggest just keeping your lamp and donating your mother-in-law's lamp to a
person who may need one.  If there is some emotional/sentimental  attachment then
wrap that lamp and keep it away in your altar cupboard. 
Question: Can men, unmarried women or widows light the Lakshmi Lamp?
Answer: Yes, this is perfectly fine as lighting of a lamp is not confined to just married
women. I  advise all  families that they should all  have turns so that everyone has the
blessings of lighting the Lakshmi lamp.
Question: Can I light my Lakshmi Lamp when a person/child has measles, smallpox or
shingles?
Answer: Yes, this perfectly fine.
Question: Why does the Lakshmi lamp wick sometimes make a splattering sound and
frequently the wick opens up as a flower?
Answer: The “splattering sounds” is either due to water in the wick or lamp or some
negative elements present. Follow the advice provided earlier  in this article  on how to
rid the prayer place of negative energies.
About the wick opening as a flower. That is just how some wicks burn out. Nothing to
be concerned about. Please view the photo below.

So, by following these tips, light up your lamp and reap the benefits.
For a more detailed article from Dipika named “The Lakshmi Lamp - Its Significance”
kindly click on this link (http://dipika.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/The-Lakshmi-
Lamp-Its-Significance%E2%80%A6.pdf)

http://dipika.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/The-Lakshmi-Lamp-Its-Significance%E2%80%A6.pdf
http://dipika.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/The-Lakshmi-Lamp-Its-Significance%E2%80%A6.pdf


DISCLAIMER: Do note that Dipika is not affiliated to any Hindu group or organization. We
at Dipika choose to remain an independent repository of spiritual advice. We appreciate
that there are variances between organisations and humbly request that if our views
differ from yours that you respect our decision not to conform to the prescripts of your
particular organisation. We remain committed to spiritual advice which is based on
scripture.
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this article. We pray that this article wil l
assist you in some way and we also pray that it helps you to appreciate the beauty and
remarkable foresight of our ancient Hindu culture. We wish to educate all readers and
demystify the path of Hinduism (Sanatan Dharma). Please feel free to share these articles
with friends and family who do not have direct access to our website or articles.  If you
use the articles in any form including blogs and/or as part of other articles kindly credit
our website as a source. We hope that the articles serve as a reference to you and your
family when you need clarification of certain topics.

Please     do     visit     our     Website     to     receive     more     
free     information     about     our     beautiful     culture  
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Compiled for the upliftment of Sanatan Dharma 
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